Overview
A deluxe entertaining area perfectly finished in striking black and pink quartz to
compliment the surroundings. This showstopping project brings together a Renson
Louvered Canopy with a premium outdoor kitchen within.
Background

Our client had a specific vision in mind for
a striking new poolside outdoor kitchen
with entertaining guests at its heart.
The showstopping presentation of the
project would compliment the large
established garden and existing poolside
furnishings.
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Proposal
The clients clear vision meant the creation of a proposal would encompass a number
of bespoke items across a broad range of brands hand-selected by the client.

The area for development had an existing basic outdoor kitchen so the proposal
needed to include removal of this kitchen and old slabs, before providing a new
secure foundation and footings for the Renson Camargue to sit upon, along with
placement of a Millboard decking floor.

Millboard are the market leaders in
outdoor decking due to the unique
properties of their products. Their
material base ensures durability with
minimal movement in the boards, no
warp and no rot. Added to the highly
accomplished wood grain effect, they
are a popular choice.

The Renson Camargue proposed
allows for all year round entertaining
with customisable retracting screens
that can be lowered as required but
are hidden from sight when raised.
Recommendations of heat bar,
Bluetooth speakers, integrated
colour-changing lighting plus rain and
wind sensors were all made to enhance
the use of this space.
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Sitting within the Renson Camargue would be the outdoor kitchen. Fully clad in
Midnight Quartz granite at the clients request, the wide worksurfaces, finished in
Rosa Stella Quartz granite, are spacious and plentiful creating a large bar area. The
client required a Bermar Terre De Vin included in the design alongside four double
fridges, and accomodating this inclusion allowed for the depth of entertaining the
client wishes to fulfil.

Inside the Outdoor Kitchen we recommended the US manufactured Fire Magic Outdoor
Kitchen equipment, with its life-time warranty and polished stainless steel construction it
was the obvious recommendation for the large gas BBQ and side burner. A large Tandoor
from The Tandoor Clay Oven company and a table-top pizza oven from authentic Italian
manufacturers Alfa Pizza keep creative entertaining at the heart of this kitchen with plenty
of space within the design for cooking and serving simultaneously.

Build
With an initial removal of an existing outdoor kitchen complete, we replaced the
concrete base before setting in place all the cables required for this modern
outdoor kitchen. With the addition of a Bermar Verre De Vin in the design,
placement of an airline was also required for the compressed air required by this
equipment. Millboard decking was placed on top of the footing and the blockwork
base of the Outdoor Kitchen constructed.
With easy access to the site the Renson Camargue was constructed smoothly
resulting in an outstanding finish, complemented by the footings of the Renson
being discretely hidden under the Millboard decking.
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With the Renson Camargue in place, the bespoke granite cladding could take place.
The precise tolerances required by our experienced granite supplier were met and
a finishing polish resulted in the mirror shine Midnight Quartz clad finish pictured.
Rosa Stella Quartz granite worksurfaces had bespoke routing on the underside to
hold LED strip lighting that is unseen to the eye.
The construction of this stunning project resulted in this showstopping outdoor
kitchen that combines technical skill with high quality equipment and
presentation.
Product Portfolio
Renson Camargue with Sound, Light
and Heat Bars, Rain and Wind Sensors
and Retracting Screens.
Alfa Pizza 5 Minuti Wood-Fired
Pizza Oven

Fire Magic Echelon 1060 BBQ with
Magic View Window
Fire Magic Side Burner

Fire Magic Warming Drawer

Fire Magic Single Access Doors
Bermar Verre de Vin

Deluxe Tandoor with 8 Skewers

Millboard Smoked Oak Flooring
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